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H
oneycomb-network-based carbon
nanostructures (e.g., carbon nano-
tubes (CNTs), graphenes, and gra-

phene nanoribbons) have been in the
forefront of materials science over the past
two decades due to their unique and fasci-
nating properties and promising potential
applications. As an analogue of the carbon
honeycomb lattice in which C atoms are
fully substituted with alternating B and N
atoms, a monatomic boron nitride (BN)
honeycomb lattice has been demonstrated
to exhibit the same versatility as its C coun-
terpart and to form diverse two-dimen-
sional and one-dimensional morphologies,
e.g., BN nanosheets (BNNSs), nanoribbons
(BNNRs), and nanotubes (BNNTs).1�3 Even
though these BN nanostructures have lat-
tice parameters very close to their C coun-
terparts, different elemental components
give them quite different physical proper-
ties. BN nanostructure aggregates display a
“snow-white” color appearance, while those
of C are pitch-black.1 Also BNNTs exhibit
much better chemical and thermal stabili-
ties compared to CNTs and, at the same
time, possess a similarly high thermal
conductivity and excellent mechanical
properties.1,4 Such outstanding perfor-
mances are also expected to be peculiar to
BNNSs and BNNRs.2 However, the most
significant differences in physical properties
of C and BN nanostructures are their elec-
trical performances. For example, BNNTs
and BNNSs are electrically insulating with a
bandgap of ∼5�6 eV independent of their
morphologies and structures,2 while CNTs
are metallic or narrow-bandgap semicon-
ducting depending on their chirality, and
graphenes are semimetallic with zero
bandgap.5 Nearly identical honeycomb
structures of BN and C systems with almost

the same lattice parameters make it possi-
ble to construct hybrid ternary B�C�N
honeycomb lattices and corresponding
B�C�N nanostructures with electrical
properties intermediate between those of
pure BN and C systems.6�8 B�C�N nano-
tubes have previously been obtained by
doping CNTswith B andN or inverse doping
of BNNTs with C, and, in fact, such structures
exhibited tunable semiconductivity.6,9,10

Recently, atomic layers with hybridized BN
and C domains have also been successfully
synthesized, and their conductivity has
been demonstrated to increase with C
content.11 Furthermore, B�C�N nano-
sheets and nanoribbons were predicted to
exhibit interesting electrical and magnetic
properties depending on elemental con-
tents and the atomic species arrangements
within the honeycomb networks.12�15

Therefore, this approach offers a rare
possibility of delicate tailoring of electrical
and magnetic properties of B�C�N
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ABSTRACT Substitutional carbon doping of the honeycomb-like boron nitride (BN) lattices in

two-dimensional (nanosheets) and one-dimensional (nanoribbons and nanotubes) nanostructures

was achieved via in situ electron beam irradiation in an energy-filtering 300 kV high-resolution

transmission electron microscope using a C atoms feedstock intentionally introduced into the

microscope. The C substitutions for B and N atoms in the honeycomb lattices were demonstrated

through electron energy loss spectroscopy, spatially resolved energy-filtered elemental mapping,

and in situ electrical measurements. The preferential doping was found to occur at the sites more

vulnerable to electron beam irradiation. This transformed BN nanostructures from electrical

insulators to conductors. It was shown that B and N atoms in a BN nanotube could be nearly

completely replaced with C atoms via electron-beam-induced doping. The doping mechanism was

proposed to rely on the knockout ejections of B and N atoms and subsequent healing of vacancies

with supplying C atoms.

KEYWORDS: electron-beam-induced doping . boron nitride nanosheet . boron
nitride nanoribbon . boron nitride nanotube
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nanostructures by constructing well-defined B�C�N
honeycomb lattices. Even though such B�C�N struc-
tures in the form of nanotubes and nanosheets have
previously been obtained by chemical syntheses or
doping,6,8,11 a general method for constructing them
in the form of nanosheets, nanoribbons, and nano-
tubes has never been developed.
Recently, we have found that C substitution for B and

N atoms in BNNTs can be achieved via in situ electron
beam irradiation inside a transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM).10 Herein, we show that such electron-
beam-induced substitutional C doping can also take
place in the honeycomb lattices of BNNSs and BNNRs.
This work provides a general method for constructing
B�C�N honeycomb structures in the form of nano-
sheets, nanoribbons, and nanotubes. We also show
that B and N atoms in a BN network can nearly
completely be substituted by C atoms under electron-
beam-induced doping. Therefore, such doping provides
a promising route toward on-demand tailoring of elec-
trical properties of diverse BN nanostructures in a full
composition range between pure BN and C systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were in situ performed at room
temperature inside an energy-filtering 300 kV JEOL
3100FEF (Omega Filter) high-resolution TEM equipped
with a scanning tunnelingmicroscope (STM)-TEMNano-
factory Instruments holder. “Snow-white”, entirely
pure BN nanostructures synthesized by an induction
heating method were used in our experiments.16,17

The as-synthesized product mainly consists of BNNTs.
However, a small amount of byproduct nanosheets
and unfolded nanotubes or nanoribbons could also
occasionally be found in it (see Figure S1a in the
Supporting Information). The core-loss K-edges of B
at 188 eV and N at 401 eV with well-defined sharp π*
and σ* peaks in the electron energy loss (EEL) spectrum
indicate that the BN nanostructures are highly pure,
well-structured, and sp2-hybridized (see Figure S1b in
the Supporting Information).

A carbon source was deliberately introduced into
the column of the TEM by placing a tiny amount of
paraffin wax (CnH2nþ2 with 19 e n e 36) several
millimeters away of BN nanostructures. It provided
the needed C feedstock for C substitutions for B and
N atoms in a BNhoneycomb lattice. The introduction of
paraffin wax results in the diffusion and adsorption of
hydrocarbon molecules on the surfaces, including the
surfaces of BN nanostructures, located near the paraf-
fin droplets.18 When irradiated with electrons, the
absorbed hydrocarbon molecules are decomposed,
giving birth to free C species.18 We will show that
under irradiation with a high-energy electron beam,
the C atoms decomposed from hydrocarbon mol-
ecules can be substituted for B and N atoms in the
honeycomb lattices of BNNSs and BNNRs in the same
way as they are in BNNTs, as we previously stated.10

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of C substitution
for B and N in a BN lattice under electron beam
irradiation. In order to confirm C substitution for B
and N atoms, we studied the elemental components,
their spatial distributions, and electrical properties of
the doped nanostructures bymeans of electron energy
loss spectroscopy, spatially resolved energy-filtered
elemental mapping, and in-tandem in situ electrical
measurements.
Figure 2 shows the results obtained from a BNNS

that was placed between the Au wire edge and a W
probe (Figure 2a). Selected area electron diffraction
pattern of the BNNS clearly revealed a hexagonal
honeycomb structure (inset of Figure 2a). Figure 2b is
the EEL spectra taken from the BNNS before and after it
was irradiated by an electron beam in the presence of
paraffin wax. In addition to the core-loss K-edges of B
and N, the core-loss K-edge of C at 284 eV with well-
defined sharp π* and σ* peaks was also identified in
the EEL spectrum taken after such electron beam
irradiation, which clearly indicated that sp2-hybridized
C atoms had been incorporated into the BNNS. Quan-
tification of the EEL spectrumgave a B/C/N atomic ratio
of 1.00:0.43 ( 0.06:0.96 ( 0.14 and a C content of 17.8
at. %. To further explore the detailed elemental dis-
tributions, energy-filtered B, C, andNmaps of the BNNS
were constructed (Figure 2c�e). It can be seen from
the C map that there was a significant amount of C
incorporation within the BNNS. However, in contrast to
uniform distributions of B and N, there was C enrich-
ment at the BNNS edges and within some internal
areas. This indicates that the C incorporation preferen-
tially takes place at these particular sites.
A high-resolution TEM image (Figure 2g) showed

that the BNNS was a multilayer nanosheet with an
edge width of ∼7 nm (corresponding to ∼20 mona-
tomic BN layers) and that the outermost edges of the
BNNS were seriously damaged by the electron beam
irradiation. These exhibited wavy and disordered
morphologies, whereas the inner edges were still

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of electron-beam-induced
substitutional C doping in a honeycomb BN lattice. Some
defects are also introduced into the lattice, especially at its
edges, during doping. C doping preferentially takes place at
the damaged edges.
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well-structured and displayed well-defined lattice
fringes. The much more severe damage of the
outermost edges was also observed in pure BN nano-
sheets (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information)
and is thought to be caused by two reasons. First,
compared to three-coordinated atoms in the interior of
a nanosheet, two- or one-coordinated B/N atoms at the
edges have lower threshold energies for knockout
ejection and are more easily sputtered off (Figure 1).19

Second, for a multilayer BN nanosheet, the B/N atoms
were found to be mainly sputtered from the electron
beam exit surface layers,20 which correspond to the
outermost edges of the nanosheet. A careful com-
parison between the C map (Figure 2d) and high-
resolution TEM image (Figure 2g) indicates that C
incorporation preferentially takes place at the da-
maged edges.
Carbon species could be added to a BN material in

two ways: as a separated C phase coating on the
pristine BNNS as a result of electron-beam-induced C

deposition or as C substitution for B andNatomswithin
the honeycomb lattices under crystallization of a hy-
brid B�C�Nphase. The following two reasonsmake us
conclude that C is incorporated in the latter way and in
the same fashion as in the case of BNNTs analyzed by
us previously.10 First, there were no separate C phase
coating layers seen (usually this is an amorphous-like
phase formed under C deposition induced by electron
beam irradiation21) on the BNNS edge, as revealed by
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging. Second, no
local preference for C incorporation at the edgeswould
be expected if such a process resulted from the
electron-beam-induced C deposition. The preferential
C doping at the damaged BN film edges indicates that
the doping is closely related to electron-beam-induced
damage, which agrees well with the previously pro-
posed by us substitutional doping mechanism based
on knockout ejections of B and N atoms.10 The pre-
sence of preferential C doping sites implies that C
phase domains in doped BN nanostructures tend to
be segregated.22,23

The substitutional C doping was further confirmed
by in situ two-terminal electrical measurements on the
same BNNS before and after doping (Figure 2h). The
BNNS was electrically insulating with no measurable
current under a bias voltage up to 10 V before doping,
which is in agreement with a 5.5 eV wide bandgap of
BNNSs and previous measurements.11,24 However,
when the BNNS was irradiated under electron beam
for doping, its electrical conductivity increased gradu-
ally and continuously with irradiation time, and a linear
I�V curve with a resistance as low as ∼10 KΩ was
finally recorded. This indicates that substitutional C
doping has transformed the BNNS from an electrical
insulator to a conductor. A conductivity increase with
irradiation time was attributed to the increase of C
content. The metallic character of the doped BNNS
agrees well with the previous theoretical predictions
and experiments on B�C�N hybrid nanosheets.11,12

Similar results were also obtained on BNNRs. Figure 3a
displays a curved BNNR with an increasing curvature
along its axis (schematically shown in the inset of
Figure 3a) and connected between an Au wire edge
and a W probe. EEL spectra of the BNNR before and
after its irradiation with an electron beam (again under
the presence of a paraffin wax droplet in the BNNR
vicinity) are shown in Figure 3b. As compared to the
EEL spectrum before doping, the core-loss K-edges of
B, C, and Nwith sharp π* and σ* peaks can all be clearly
identified in the EEL spectrum after doping, which
indicates that sp2-hybridized C atoms have been in-
troduced into the ribbon. The quantification of the EEL
spectrum gave a B/C/N atomic ratio of 1.00:0.15 (
0.02:0.93 ( 0.13 and a C content of 7.0 at. %. Spatially
resolved energy-filtered elemental maps demonstrat-
ing detailed elemental distributions are shown in
Figure 3c�e. It can be seen that the intensity profiles

Figure 2. (a) TEM image showing a BNNS placed between
an Au electrode and a W probe. The inset is a selected area
electron diffraction pattern of the BNNS. (b) EEL spectra of
the BNNS before and after doping. (c�f) Energy-filtered
elemental maps (B (c), C (d), and N (e)) and corresponding
zero-loss image (f) of the doped BNNS. (g) HRTEM image of
the framed area in (f). (h) Two-terminal I�V curves of the
BNNS before and after doping. The curves after doping
correspond to different doping times. The longer the BNNS
was doped, the higher conductance it showed.
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in B, C, andNmaps are of nearly the samewidth. Similar
to the case of BNNS, there is a higher C content at the
edges and within some flaked internal areas as com-
pared to uniform distributions of B and N species. The
HRTEM image (Figure 3g) shows that there is no
separate C deposition layer, but what is apparent is
the electron-beam-induced defects at the ribbon
edges. This indicates that C atoms have been incorpo-
rated into BNNR in the same manner as in the case of
BNNS, i.e., via C substitution for B and N atoms in
the honeycomb network. The rough surface of the
outermost areas, as shown in Figure 3f, is a common
feature of as-synthesized BNNRs (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information). The higher C content at these
areas agrees well with the preferential doping at
damaged edges, since such domains are more vulner-
able than perfect BN surfaces due to an increased
number of defects.
Two-terminal electrical measurements were also

performed on the same BNNR before and after C
doping (Figure 3h). Before doping, the BNNR was an
insulator with no measurable current under 10 V
voltage, in agreement with the previous theoretical
predictions of a wide bandgap in BNNRs (∼3.8 eV for
zigzag nanoribbons and ∼4.5 eV for armchair
nanoribbons).25 After doping, a linear I�V curve with

a resistance as low as ∼200 KΩ was finally recorded.
Here, for the first time we experimentally show that,
similarly to the other twomorphologies, i.e., BNNSs and
BNNTs, BNNRs can also be transformed from insulators
to conductors through intentional C doping. The me-
tallic character of the B�C�N nanoribbon agrees well
with the previous theoretical calculations.13�15 Re-
cently, BNNRs with substitutional C edges were pre-
dicted to have widely tunable electrical and magnetic
properties exhibiting half-semiconducting f half-
metallic f metallic behavior transitions depending
on doping concentrations.15 The preferential C sub-
stitutions at the BNNR edges, as shown in Figure 3d, in
fact make it possible to widely tune electrical and
magnetic properties of BNNRs via designed electron-
beam-induced C doping.
The mechanism of substitutional C doping of the

BNNS and BNNR is thought to be the same as that
earlier uncovered by us for BNNTs,10 i.e., knockout
ejections of B and N atoms from honeycomb BN
lattices and subsequent healing of the created vacan-
cies with C atoms.10 Threshold electron beam energies
for B and N atom ejections from a monolayer BNNS
were computed to be 74 and 84 keV (in the earlier
work)22 or 79.5 and 118.6 keV (in the latest report).19

B and N atom ejections from BNNSs were experimen-
tally observed under bombardment with an electron
beam of 80 and 120 keV.20,26 So, a working voltage of
300 kV in our experiments is high enough to knock
out B andN atoms from the BN lattice of a nanosheet or
a nanoribbon. Since the formation energies of substi-
tutional C defects at both B and N sites were predicted
to be lower than those of B and N vacancies in a BN
monolayer, the B and N vacancies produced by knock-
out ejection would immediately be filled by supplying
C atoms originated from decomposed hydrocarbon
molecules.27 Actually, the knockout ejections of B and
N atoms from a monolayer BNNS and subsequent
healing of the vacancies with C atoms have recently
been directly traced by annular dark-field electron
microscopy.28 The proposed doping mechanism can
explain why C doping preferentially takes place at the
sites more vulnerable to the electron beam irradiation,
such as the edges of BN nanosheets and nanoribbons,
and at the sites of wrinkled outermost portions.
In addition to elemental distributions, the B/C/N

atomic ratio of B�C�N hybrid nanostructures is an-
other key factor determining the resultant physical
properties. Therefore, how high the C concentration
in a honeycomb lattice can be achieved via the above-
described electron-beam-induced doping is an impor-
tant question to be answered. On the basis of a careful
analysis of elemental distributions of a doped BNNT
and a careful comparison of the tube structures before
and after doping, we found that a few outer shells of a
BNNT could nearly completely be transformed to pure
C shells via the developed doping process.

Figure 3. (a) TEM image showing a curved BNNR with an
increasing curvature along its axis. BNNR is placed between
an Au electrode and a W probe. The inset is a schematic
drawing of the BNNR. (b) EEL spectra of the nanoribbon
before and after doping. (c�f) Energy-filtered elemental
maps (B (c), C (d), and N (e)) and corresponding zero-loss
image (f) of the doped nanoribbon. (g) High-resolution TEM
image of the framed area in (f). (h) Two-terminal I�V curves
of the nanoribbon before and after doping. The curves after
doping correspond to different doping times. The longer
the BNNS was doped, the higher conductance it showed.
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Figure 4a shows EEL spectra of a multiwalled BN
nanotube before and after doping. The quantification
of the EEL spectrum after doping gave a B/C/N atomic
ratio of 1.00:0.66 ( 0.09:0.89 ( 0.13 and an overall C
content of ∼25.9 at. %. The C incorporation trans-
formed the tube from an electrical insulator to a
conductor (Figure 4b). Figure 4c�e shows detailed
spatial distributions of B, C, and N in the doped tube.
The width of the intensity profile in the C map is
measured to be 30.4 nm, which is in good agreement
with the tube diameter of 30.2 nm measured on the
zero-loss image (Figure 4f), but ∼3.7 nm larger than
those in B (26.7 nm) and N (26.6 nm) maps. The

difference in profile widths as large as∼3.7 nm cannot
be attributed to the measurement errors considering a
spatial resolution of 0.5 nm during mapping. This
undoubtedly indicates that a few outer layers of the
doped tube have eventually become nearly pure C
since a minimum detectable mass fraction of energy-
filtered elemental mapping of less than ∼5 at. % is
expected.
To explore the origin of the present phenomenon,

we made a careful comparison of the tube structures
before (Figure 4g) and after (Figure 4h) doping. There
were totally 26 tubular layers with a thickness of 9.7 nm
before doping, while after doping there were totally 27
layers with a thickness of 10.0 nm. The added layermay
be an internal BN layer, whose image can appear or
disappear depending on tube orientation around its
circumference relative to TEMelectron beam incidence
and due to the presence of dislocations, or a newly
coated C layer on the surface of the pristine BNNT
formed due to the electron-beam-induced C deposi-
tion and/or Joule-heating annealing. The C-coated
layers maybe formed if the decomposition rate of C
atoms is faster than the substitution rate of C atoms for
B/N atoms. However, even though it was the latter
case, the coating of only one C layer could not fully
account for the outer, nearly pure C layer shield as thick
as∼1.8 nm, as obtained from elementalmaps, and also
a C concentration of as high as ∼25.9 at. %, which
corresponds to about six pure C layers (if the coating of
pure C layers on pure BN layers is assumed). Therefore,
the outer C layers in the doped tube resulted from a
nearly complete C substitution for B and N atoms
within the pristine BN tubular layers. In other words,
starting honeycomb BN lattices of the outer shells of
the BNNT were nearly completely replaced by C shells
via electron beam irradiation. Since the electrical prop-
erties of hybrid B�C�N nanostructures are supposed
to be intermediate between those peculiar to pure BN
and C systems (depending on atomic ratios and
distributions),9 an opportunity of nearly complete C
substitution for B and N atoms in the honeycomb BN
lattices makes it possible to controllably tune the
electrical properties of B�C�N nanostructures in a full
range of compositions, between pure BN and C, via the
designed doping technique.
A comparison of C substitution was made among

the three different BN nanostructures. Compared to C
distributions in the doped nanosheet (Figure 2d) and
nanoribbon (Figure 3d), where C substitution prefer-
entially takes place at the sites more vulnerable to
electron beam irradiation (edges, flaked areas, etc.), C
distribution of the BNNT seems to be more homoge-
neous and uniform. This is thought to result from the
lack of preferable doping sites since a BNNT is formed
from perfectly rolled honeycomb lattices without ex-
posed edges. The C substitution in different kinds of BN
nanostructures showed no obvious dependence on

Figure 4. (a) EEL spectra of a BNNT before and after doping.
(b) Two-terminal I�V curves of the tube before and after
doping. The curves after doping correspond to different
doping times (dashed line, shorter time; solid line, longer
time). (c�f) Energy-filtered elemental maps (B (c), C (d), and
N (e)) and zero-loss image (f) of the tube, and the corre-
sponding intensity profiles along the dashed line in each
figure. (g, h) HRTEM images of the framed area in (f) before
(g) and after (h) C doping.
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their width or curvature. This is understandable when
considering the mechanism of C doping. The C sub-
stitution was proposed to rely on the knockout ejec-
tions of B and C atoms and subsequent healing of
vacancies with C atoms. These two processes have no
dependence on the width of nanostructures if they are
wide enough (width range of >40 nm that we studied).
Even though they are thought to depend on the strain
energy of chemical bonds, and thus curvature of BN
nanostructures, the effect is too small to be detected
for BN nanotubes we studied due to their relatively
large diameters of ∼30 nm, considering the fact that
the strain energy per atom is inversely proportional to
the square of the tube diameter.5

To sum up, substitutional C doping of the honey-
comb lattices in BN nanosheets, nanoribbons, and
nanotubes was achieved via in situ electron beam
irradiation inside the TEM using a deliberately intro-
duced C feedstock. The compositions, elemental dis-
tributions, and electrical properties of C-doped BN

nanostructures were thoroughly studied using EEL
spectroscopy, energy-filtered elemental mappings,
and in situ electrical measurements. C substitutions
for B and N atoms were found to preferentially occur at
the sites more vulnerable to electron beam irradiation,
such as BNNS and BNNR edges, and the wrinkled do-
mains on the outermost surface. This agreeswell with the
proposed doping mechanism that presumes knockout
ejections of B and N atoms from honeycomb BN lattices
and subsequent healing of the vacancies with supplied C
atoms. Careful analysis of elemental distributionswithin a
doped BNNT and its structures before and after doping
indicated that BN honeycomb lattices could nearly
completely be substituted by C atoms via electron-
beam-induceddoping. C substitutions transformed these
BN nanostructures from electrical insulators to conduc-
tors. The designed doping procedure is envisaged to
become a promising method for on-demand tuning of
electrical andmagnetic properties of B�C�N nanostruc-
tures in a full range of ternary B�C�N compositions.

METHODS
“Snow-white” purity BN nanostructures synthesized via an

induction heating method were transferred into the TEM (JEOL
3100FEF) using anAuwirewith a flattened and sharpened edge.
The Au wire was dipped into the aggregation of as-synthesized
powder-like products, which would cause some nanostructures
to adhere to its edge (Figure S1a). The Au wire was then
mounted on the fixed terminal of the STM-TEM Nanofactory
Instruments holder. A chemically etchedW tip was mounted on
the movable terminal of the STM-TEM holder, which could
move in three dimensions under a piezoelectric tube drive with
a precision of ∼1 nm. The Au wire and W tip can act as two
electrical probes to perform two-terminal electrical measure-
ments on a BN nanostructure placed between them. Under TEM
observations, a particular BN nanostructure was first selected.
Then its compositions and electrical properties were deter-
mined through EEL spectroscopy and in situ electrical measure-
ments. In order to dope the BN nanostructure with C, a tiny
amount of paraffinwaxwas attached to theW tip, about several
millimeters away from the tip end, and the BN nanostructure
was irradiated with an electron beam. In order to avoid serious
structural damages under intense electron irradiation, we
usually did not focus an electron beam directly onto the BN
nanostructure of interest, but focused it on the Au wire edge
near it, which caused the BN nanostructure to be irradiated
under the backscattered and secondary electrons. This kind of
secondary electron beam irradiation was found to be more
efficient for C doping than direct electron beam irradiation.
After doping, atomic structure, composition, elemental distri-
butions, and electrical properties of the object of interest were
measured once again. In order to avoid serious structural
damages under intense electron beam irradiation while taking
EEL spectra and acquiring energy-filtered elemental maps, an
electrical current of tens of μA was applied to the doped BN
nanostructures once they became conducting. The Joule heat-
ing could prevent further structural damage and even induce
annealing of doped nanostructures. Without such Joule heat-
ing, BN lattices can be severely destroyed by an electron beam
and become amorphous (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). Energy-filtered elemental maps were acquired
through a three-window procedure based on two pre-edge
and one post-edge energy-filtered images. The energy filter slit

width was set at 10 eV for B maps and zero-loss images and 20
eV for C and N maps.
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